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SUMMARY

Given data y. = (Kg)(u.) + £. where the £'s are random errors,
~ ~ ~

the u's are known, g is an unknown function in a reproducing kernel

space with kernel r , and K is a known integral kernel operator, it

is shown how to calculate convergence rates for the regularized

solution of the equation as the evaluation points {u.} become dense
~

in the interval of interest. These depend on the eigenvalue

*asymptotics of KRK , where R is the integral operator with kernel

r. The theory is applied to periodic deconvolution and Abel's

equation. A particular example of the latter is the estimation of

particle size densities in stereology. Rates of convergence of

regularized histogram estimates of the particle size density are

given.
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1. Introduction. Integral equations often provide a crucial
,. ....... IAi ...... ft,.,.,., ....""._.. A.W......~ ".."

link between observations on a system and a function g which

characterizes the state of the system. We consider an observational

model of the form

(1.1) = f0
1k (u. ,v)g(v)dv + Ei~n n

i=1,2, ••• ,n.

Here, the kernel function k : [O,lJx[O,l] + R is assumed known, the

u's are known points in [O,lJ, the E'S are random errors, and

g : [O,lJ + R is an unknown function. g is thought to lie in a

Hilbert space X , which is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)

(Le., the evaluation functional g f-+ g(v) is continuous on Z for

each vE[O,lJ ) with reproducing kernel r : [O,lJ x [O,lJ + R' See

Aronsajn (1950) for RKHS theory. Given the observation vector

the statistical problem is to obtain an estimate of g. If Z

is finite dimensional, then this can be treated by standard

parametric regression techniques. However, there is frequently no

sound basis for assuming a parametric form for g , in which case

it is appropriate to apply nonparametric methods, i.e., use an

infinite dimensional parameter space Z

problem somewhat more difficult.

This makes the estimation
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The type of estimator which is analyzed here is the so-called

method of regu~arization (MOR) estimator, which was first proposed

in the integral equation context by Tikhonov (1963) (see also

Nashed and Wahba, 1974). Statistical justifications for such

estimators have been given by Li (1982) (see also Speckman, 1979),

and the arguments in Kimeldorf and Wahba (1970) can be adapted to

show that linear Bayes estimators are MOR estimators. The estimator

is obtained by minimization over hEZ of

(1.2)
1 n

= A<h,Ph> + - E (y. -h(u. ))2
Z n i=l ~n ~n

where PE£(Z,Z) = the collection of all bounded linear operators

z + X , and AE[O,~J is the smoothing parameter. It is assumed the

quadratic form h r+ <h,Ph>Z is positive semidefinite «",>Z denotes

the inner product on Z), and that <h,Ph>~ = 0 and h(u. ) = 0 ,
Ao ~n

l~i~n , imply h=O , which guarantees that the resulting estimate

(denoted gnA) is uniquely defined. Determination of A is a problem

of some difficulty about which we will only make a few remarks. MOR

estimators are widely used and appear to work well in practice. Some

pertinent references are Wahba (1977, 1980) and Lukas (1980, 1981).

One example that motivated this research is derived from the

kernel

(1. 3) k(u,v) I[ J(v)(v-u)-~
u,l
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where I
A

denotes the indicator function of A. This gives the weakly

singular Volterra equation known as Abel's equation

n (u)

This particular kernel has a diverse range of applications in the

physical sciences (Kosarev, 1980; Bullen, 1963), and in stereological

microscopy (Anderssen and Jakeman, 1975a,b; Anderssen, 1976; Nychka,

1983). In this latter field, one is interested in estimating the

probability distribution (or its density) of the radii of spherical

bodies embedded in a medium using observations on cross sections in

a planar slice of the medium. See Watson (1971) and Franklin (1981)

for a more traditional statistical approach to this problem. We

propose and analyze here a MOR estimator based on a histogram (see

Section 5).

The main interest here is to study asymptotic properties of

g~ as n + 00 and the u. become dense in [O,lJ. There will also be
nA 1n

some restrictions on A (that it is not too small). In particular,

we will show that for appropriate sequences of A values, gnA is a

consistent estimator, and we can obtain upper bounds on the rates of

convergence. These results are useful for indicating how the features

of the problem (i.e., choice of A ,Z , P , the true g , and the

design points {u. }) affect the estimation error.1n
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The following asymptotic notati~ns will be used.

a(n) ~ Sen) as n-+<»

means AS(n) < la(n)1 < BS(n) for all n sufficiently large,

where A,B are positive constants. We will also need

as n-+<» uniformly in ~E=
n

if

for all ~E= ,for all n sufficiently large.
n

We also use the one-sided relation

a,(n) $ Sen) if Ia,(n)l ~ BS(n)

for all n sufficiently large, and asymptotic negligibility

a (n) « S(n) if I " a,(n) - 0
~m S (n) 

n-+<»
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Certain function spaces are now defined. The Sobo1ev spaces on

[0,1] are

~ = {h: h,h(l) , ... ,h(k-1) are absolutely

and their norms are given by

We also need the Sobo1ev spaces with certain boundary conditions,

which we denote by

e.

equipped with w~ norm (wi,BC is a closed subspace

o 0 0
W2 = W2,BC = L2 ' and L2 norm is equivalent to W2

It is convenient to define

norm.

Note that

(1.4) ?In ~n 1 /
= - Y 11

n""""""
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Let K ~~,?J ) denote the linear operator given byn irn

(1.5) K h = n
n iff

Let~n = (E
1

, ... ,E )' denote the error vector, so that the
n nn

observational model (1.1) may be written

= K g + E
n """n

In the following theorem, we take for parameter space

(1.6) z = W2
2,BC

The estimate gnA of g is obtained by minimizing

The following assumptions are required for the theorem and the

remainder of the paper, except Section 2.

I. E€ = 0 , and there are constants {s }c(O,~) such that""" "",n _ n-

2
E<E , n>ll,

""'n IV\ 7!n

uniformly in nEil/ , as n~
- ~n
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II. The design sequence {u. :l~j~n} ::"[O,lJ has empirical
"'--' In

distribution

1 n
F (u) = - L: I[ J (u. )
n n j=l ~,u_ In

such that there is a distribution function F with density f bounded

away from 0 and co on [0,1J satisfying

as n-+<c .

d
n

sup IF(u)-F (u)1 + 0
O~u~l n

Theorem 1.1. An upper bound on the rate of convergence of"'---gA to g is
nA

e·
(1. 7)

2t
unifo~ly in gEW2 ,BC and AE[An,co] • Here, p is allowed to take on

the values 0 , ~ , 1 , and t~p the vaZues ~ , 1

sequence such that as n-+<c ,

{A } is any
n

(1. 8) A + 0
n

d A - (P+4 ) /6 + 0
n n

The proof is given in Section 5. The following result gives the

optimal upper bound in (1.7) over the range of AE[A ,00] where A
n n

satisfies (1.8).
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*A
n

s4/ (4tH)
n

and d $ s -+0 as n-+a> ,
n n

Remarks.
~ ...,..ww .... .,... There are several possible improvements in Theorem 1.1.

We believe that all mention of boundary conditions can be removed and

the theorem still holds. The assumption of boundary conditions greatly

simplifies the argument in Section 5. For the application to

stereology (see Section 5), this assumption is not unreasonable, as it

corresponds to a probability density function, and its first derivative

vanishing at an upper truncation point.

The bounds on rate of convergence can probably be improved on.

We conjecture that it is possible to obtain

2t -5 14kuniformly in gEW2 and AE[A ,00J where A ~O and d A -+0 •
n n n n

Note that A plays a critical role in the convergence rate, and

s does also, but to a lesser extent. The smoothness properties of
n

g (i.e., value of t) and choice of loss function (i.e., value of p)

are also important. The design {u. ,l~i~n} is only important in
~n

determining the cutoff A
n

Sections 2 and 3 contain general results on the rate of convergence

problem. In Section 2, we give an extension of the work in Cox (1983)

(1983) on abstract MOR estimators. It is shown in Section 3
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how to fit the particulars of an integral equation problem into the

framework of Section 2. There are three important steps in the process.

One is the determination of the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues

of the integral operator Q with kernel

q(u,v)
1 1

= fofok(u,x)r(x,y)k(v,y)dxdy

where r(x,y) is the reproducing kernel for Z (see Assumption VI and

the discussion prior to it in Section 3). The relation between these

eigenvalues and the convergence rates of gnA to g has already been

conjectured by Wahba (1973) and Lukas (1981). A second key step is in

step is the determination of a family of norms defined abstractly in

showing

Sobo1ev

that R(K) , the range

p
space W2 for p~l (see

of K , is continuously embedded in a

VII in Section 3). The final important

e·
(2.5) and (2.6). It is necessary to obtain estimates on these norms

in terms of more readily computib1e and interpretable norms.

Applications are given in the final two sections. The case of

periodic deconvolution is especially simple and is treated at some

length in Section 4, primarily for tutorial purposes. Abel's kernel,

including the application to stereology, is studied in Section 5.
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2. Convergence rates for MaR estimators. This section will
fVi/tI"A ..... tNY4i •••••w•• ;fI"IV\j'ftl'A ........",.", ••~..OtI ..~ft... ClllII"""'\.~••••~

enlarge the convergence and approximation theorem in Cox (1983). The

extension is useful when we apply those results to situations where

the eigenvalues of Q are not known to decay as an exact power, which

will be the case for Abel's equation (Section 5). First, we formulate

an abstract version of our problem, state the relevant assumptions,

prove some important lemmas, and then get to the main result, Theorem

2.1. The remainder of the section assembles the proof, with a couple

of other useful results proved along the way.

~ Let fu and Z be separable Hilbert spaces with

Kn E.,e(Z,'/In) for aU n. Suppose

y = K g + £
n n n

where £ 1.-8 a random element in 'I, satisfying E(£ ) = a and E<n,e: >2 v

n ~ n n 1in ~

snllnll~ uniformly in nE% for some sequence {sn} ::. (0,00) •

Assumotion B. PE:i(Z,Z) is such that
IV~Nri~

(i) <h,Ph>Z ~ 0 for all hEZ ;

(ii) dim n(p) = m < 00, where n(p) = {Z : Pz = a}

(iii) There is an N such that for all n ~ N the:~ exists

* *~,c in (0,00) such that for aZl hER(Kn) = Kn(~n)'
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Assumption c. There is a self-adjoint operator
"",,,,..,,,,,.,~ • ~NWtI ...",

e.

such that

(i) E(h1 ,h2) = <hl,L~2>Z is positive definite (i.e.,

E(h,h»O if h~O) ;

(iii)

(ii) IS is comp~etely continuous with respect to

a(h
1

,h2) = <h1 ,Ph2>Z+ <h
1

,Uh2>Z ;

For some constant CE (0,00) and lthEZ , a(h,h) ~

(iv) The eigenvalues

2cllhllz .

(2.1) ~ ••• > 0

of the Rayleigh quotient ~h,h)/a(h,h) satisfy e·

(2.2) .-q
J < a..

J
.-r

~ J

for some constants q,r (O<r~q<oo)

*Assumption B(iii) guarantees that (AP+K K ) has a continuous
n n

* *inverse on ~K ) , the range of K , and hence that the MOR estimator
n n

* *= (AP+K K )-lK Y
n n n n

is uniquely defined for AE(O,oo) We also put
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provided the generalized inverse (K*K )t is defined on R(K*) (seen n n

Groetsch, 1977), which is always the case if dim ~~ < ~. Let

KnE~(~(P),~) denote the restriction of Kn to ~(p) , then we put

-*- -:--*= (K K) K Yn n n n

which is well defined as dim ~(P) < 00

See pages 38-39 and 50-53 of Weinberger (1974) for relevant

definitions in Assumption C. It will be convenient to work with a

different set of eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. Let

{~.} denote the eigenvectors corresponding to {a.} , so that
J J

<5 ••
1.J

.e( ~ . ,~ .) = a. <5 ••
1 J J 1J

where <5 •• d8no~es Kroncc~crfs delta. It is ~ore convenient to use
1J

for which we have

(2.3) j -+ 00

(2.4) = <5""1J
<~.,P~.>~ = y.<5 ••

1 J A. J 1.J

Before stating the final assumption of this section, which

relates how U approximates
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we introduce a parameterized family of Hilbert spaces. For pE(O,~) ,

put

e.

.....0 = {hE Z:.A.p L Y~ 8(h'~j)2 < ~}
j>m

(2.5)

(2.6) <h ,h >
1 1 p

Let Z be the completion of ~ , for which we continue to use the
p p

same notations for the inner product and norm. Note that an

equivalent norm is given by

(2.7) Illh 11 12 =
" p

B(h,h) + L
j>m

y~ e(h,~.)2 =a (h,h)
J J P

Assumption D. There is a p~l and a sequence d -7-0 such that
~"'hhh""""'" n
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Lemma 2.1

norm.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

x = X as sets, and X norm is equivaZent to X norm.
1 1

1"11 0 norm is equivaZent to .5(h,h)~

IPh'l~ - "Knhll~, I ::: dnl1hl1i/p for aU hEX1 / pd'n
If hEX , then

p
00

h = ~ B(h, <P. ) <I> .
j=l J J

where the serias converges in X
p

Proof. Part (i) follows from (2.3) which in particular implies
""-fIttI~

Yj~ as j~. Part (ii) follows from C as O(h,h) = Illh!llf 2: cllh/!Z

by C(iii), and II(p+U)il~tz'X)lllhlll~:s !'hl!~. Part (iii) is

elementary, and (iv) is immediate from Assumption D. For p=l , (v)

follows from the discussion on pages 50-53 of Weinberger (1974), and

the argument for general p is obtained in a similar fashion by

consideration of the quadratic form 0p(h1 ,h2) above.

Q.E.D.

We briefly indicate another interpretation of the spaces X
p

,

following the development on pages 9-10 of Lions and ~~genes (1972).

Define an unbounded operator in ~ by

k
Lh = ~ E<h,<I>J.)<I>J' + ~ y~ ,6(h,q,.}tp.

j:Sm j>m ] J ]
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Then the domain of L is .o(L) = Xi ' and !!h!l i = liLhilo ' ifhEX
1

.

This extends to arbitrary pE(O,~) , i.e., LP may be defined in the

usual way as an unbounded self-adjoint operator in Xo ' and

.o(LP) = X with I!hll = ilLPhl' •
P '''P ,0

The following quantity figures prominently in our development.

e.

(2.8) C()',p) =

Lemma 2.2.

p ~ we have

Fix p>O ~ then C()',p) < ~ for p < 2-1/r For aU such

(2.9) , - (rp +1) / q <
1\ C().,p) < ).-(p+1/r)

as HO ~ and e .
(2.10) C().,p) x ).-2

as )'t~

Proof. The case q=r was already treated in Lemma 2.1 of Cox
~,

(1983), so we only sketch the proof. Define the function

Then,

C().,p) = ).-p L: w().y.)
j>m J
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Note that w has its maximum at u = p/(2-p). To make (2.3) explicit,o
suppose

and let

n(A) = max {m,C (uo lAMa) l/rJ+l }

Then, since w(u) is decreasing for u>uO '

C(A,p) ~ ,\-PCw(tt )n('\) + L: W(AHajr)J
j~(A)

Note that the integral is finite if p<2-l/r. If this is the case,

h b h . b k . h 1 i ~(' -l/r)t en ot terms 1n rae ets 1n t east express on are v A

so the upper bound in (2.9) follows. For the lower bound, suppose

valid for j>m. Hence,

C(A,p) ~ MA-rp / q
L: W(MtA. q ; rp/q)

j>m J
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Now as A+O ,

If this is used in the previous expression, the lower bound in (2.9)

is obtained. Finally, the estimates in (2.10) follow just as in Cox

(1983).

Q.E.D.

The next lemma provides the estimates that are needed to extend

the main theorem of Cox (1983) to the case when q>r. The proof is

lengthy, but straightforward.

Lemma 2.3. For pE[O,2-l/r-l/p), define
~

e.

(2.11) ~(p) = 1/2{(1-r/q)p+2/p+Z/r-l/q}

If {A } C (O,~) is a sequenoe for whioh A~ as n+oo , then eaoh
n - n

of the quantities

(2.l2a)

(2.l2b)

(2.13)

C(A,p+l/p)/C(A,p)

C(A,p+l/p)C(A,l/p)/C(A,p)

C(A,p+l/p)A (p-l/p)
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A

In this general context, the MOR estimator gnA is obtained by

minimization of

A<h,Ph>~ + <K h,K h>~l - 2<K h,y >~I
Ao n n ~ n n ~

or, if dim ~ < 00 , of

One can show by a standard argument that the resulting estimate is

given by

(2.14)

We now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.1. Asswne A, B, C, and D. Fix p such that
f\.·~A•••vItJ'"'"

(2.15) o s p < 2 - llr - lip

Let the sequence {A } C (0,00) satisfy
n

(2.16) A -+ 0
n

d A-~ (p) -+ 0
n n

as n-+oo. Then the foUowing asymptotic relations hold uniformly in
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(a) If Pg=o , then
e.

(2.17) 5 {C(A,p)+m}
n

(b) If gEZ
t

for some t satisfying

(2.18) lip S t S 2 + lip

then

p<t:Sp+2

(c)

(2.19)

uniformZy in gEZ
t

If gEZ and p ~ lip , then
p

Ellg ,-g1l2 < minU,o(l)} + 5 {m+C(A,p)}
,n/\ lip n

where 0(1) is as A~O , and the reZation is uniform in

AdA ,00J
n

e·

(d) If aZso

then

d A -(1/p+l/2r+l)~O , and if t satisfies (2.18),
n n
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To prove the theorem, we introduce the asymptotic bias and

variability operators

(2.20a)

(2.20b)

where I denotes an identity operator. The proof consists of showing

that gnA is well approximated by

(2.21)

It will be proven that each of the asymptotic relations (2.17)

and (2.19) hold with gnA replaced by gnA ' and then that

E!lg -g 112 is. nA nA Ip

on E!!gnA-glI ; .

(2.22)

asymptotically negligible in comparison with the bound

Note that E£ =0 implies
n

which is the familiar bias squared plus variance formula. The next

theorem establishes the convergence rate for the bias, and Theorem 2.3

deals with the variance.

Theorem 2.2.
N~~~'~",~

Let p~O be given.

(a) !!B
A

gl!p « It as HO if and onZy if gE7I(P). In this oose,

BAg=O , (fA •
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(c) Given any adO,lJ , liBAglip ::; Aapgllp+2a as 1..+0 , uniformly in

gEZp+2a

e.

(d) If gEZo and p>O are suah that I!BAg I'p

then for eve~ 0>0 , gEZp+2a_o

a< A for some aE(O,l) ,

(e) If gEZp , then !IBAgllp-r() as 1..+0 , and !IBAgl'p :S IIg l'p for all

1..2:0 •

(f) For 0:Sa:S1 , IIBAgllp

gEZp+2a ' as 1..+0 •

p+2a-2r y. c (g,<j>.) uniformly in
j>m J J

Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 3.5 of Cox (1983).I\fcw •• ft ......

Part (c) follows from Lemma 3.4(i) of that paper. Part (d) follows

from Lemma 3.5 of that paper, and the remark there just prior to

Assumption D. For part (e), note that if gEZ , then g=ra.<j>. where
p J J

the scalars a. satisfy ry~a~<~
J J J

Since

= [Ay./(l+Ay.)J<j>.
J J J

we have

As 1..+0 , each term in the summation decreases to 0 •
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Since the jth summand is bounded by y~a~ (which implies
J J

I~).g 16 S; IIg ib)' the dominated convergence theorem yields that

liB). g II~+O as >.+0

For (f), we have

= ).2 E (1+' )-2 2(1-a) p+2a 2I\Y. y. y. a.
j>m J J J J

~).2 2(1-a) L (1+), )-2 p+2a 2
Ym+l. y. Y

J
' a

J
.

J>m J

Now as ).+0 ,

L (1+). )-2 p+2a 2 ty. y. a.
j>m J J J

l: p+2a 2Yj a
j>m

by dominated convergence, which completes the proof.

Q.E.D.

Remark.
"""'~

One can give a sharper characterization of g in part

(d) [see Lemma 3.5 of COX (1983)J. Unfortunately, the result is

difficult to use. The result in (c) is best possible, and one can

obtain an asymptotic equivalence when a=l by (f), but apart from this

case, one cannot replace the one-sided relation ~ by ~ , and in fact,

ua bound of the form~). for some u<2 appears impossible, even if

uniformity in g is dropped.
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Theorem 2.3. Suppose {A } C (0,00) satisfies (2.16).
"",,~~." n

Then if p satisfies (2.15),

as n~ , unifor.mly in AE[A ,00J
n

(AP+U)-l ,

EIIV ,I::
I nl\. n

From the definition of Z norm, and se1f-adjointness of
p

2 = E[ Z 1<1:: ,K (AP+U)-lU~.> 12 + Z y~I<1:: ,K (AP+U)-lU$.> \2J ..
p j :;;m n n J '1Jn j >m J n n J Yn

Using the fact that

(AP+U)-lU~. =
J

-1(lHy.) <p.
J J

e·

[see equation (3.12) of COX (1983)J, along with the bounds in A, it

follows that

E!lV I:: 11 2
, nA n p [ p -2 J:;; Ms L: <K <p.,K <P.>", + Z y.(l+Ay.) <K Ij>.,K 1j>'>"1

n j:;;m n J n J ~n j>m J J n J n J tn

p -2for some constant M>O. Now add and subtract y.(l+Ay.) <1j>.,U<P.>~
J J J J ~

in each sunnnand and use the fact that IIlj>
j
lli/p = 1 for j:;;m and = y~/p

for j>m along with D to obtain

EliV I:: li 2 ::; Ms [(l+d )m+d C(A,p+l/p) + C(A,p)]
nA n p n n n
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By the hypothesis (2.16) and Lemma 2.3,

d C(A,p+1/p) « C(A,p)
n

Thus,

s [m+C(A,p)]
n

A similar argument provides the opposite relation of > in the

above, and hence the theorem.

Q.E.D.

From the previous two theorems, we

see that the convergence rates in Theorem 2.1 hold if gnA is replaced

by 8nA • Since

it suffices to prove

Elig -g 11 2 « s [m+C(A,p)]n>.. nA' p n

under the hypotheses of (a), and

Elig -g !12« min{l A2(t-p)} + s [m+C(>",p)]
n>.. nAI p , n
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under (b). By Lemma 3.3 of Cox (1983),

provided that

d2[2m+C(A,1/p) + C(A,2/p)] $ 1/9
n

Using Lemma 2.2 and the hypothesis (2.16), one can verify that this

inequality does hold for all n sufficiently large, uniformly for

AE[A , ooJ. Using (2.12a) and (2.l2b) from Lemma 2.3,
n

d2 [m+C(A,p+1/p)]EIIV ,E 11 21/ «s [m+C(A,p)Jn I nAn p n

In view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2(a), part (a) is now evident, so

we proceed to treat the bias term under the hypotheses of (b). By

(2.13) in Lemma 2.3,

d2[ +C(A +1/ )J'1B 11 2 < d2:\-2)l(p) . {l A(t-P)}I! 112 « min{l,' (t-p)}'.!g'lt2n m ,0 p lAg, l/p n n mln, ::g .'t /\

where the last relation follows from (2.16) again. This same result

also proves part (c). Part (d) follows from Theorem 2.2(f) and a

similar calculation.

Q.E.D.

e·
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Corollary 2.4. If 1/p<t~2 , then
1'w1t/"tnlU.,..-"""".t:\i~

IEIIK (g ,_g)IIZ - EI.lg ,-gll.Zol «min{l,At}llgl'Z + s [m+C(A,O)Jn nA ~n : nA . ,:t n

uniformly for AdA ,00J and ge:z) provided A -+0 , d A -~ (0)+0
n t n n n

In partieular,

If ge:??(P), then the term min{l,At}!lgJl~ may be dropped from each

upper bound.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1(iv),
ftI'#fIv.""""",..., ..

I11K (g -a) liZ - I'g _glIZI <
n nA 0 11in nAG

and by Theorem 2.1(b),

d II~ _ liZn ,gnA g l/p

Ellg _g112 < minU,At - l / P lllgII Z + s [m+C(A.1/p)JnA lip 't n

The first bound follows from this and Lemma 2.3, while the second

follows from the first. The statements about gEn(p) follow in a

similar way from Theorem 2.l(a).

Q.E.D.
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hypotheses will be stated here which will allow application of

Theorem 2.1 to integral equations. The assumptions stated below,

along with I and II from the Introduction, will imply A - D of

Section 2.

~ Z =. L2[ 0,1] is an RKHS wi th continuous kerne l

r:[O,lJ x [O,lJ ~ R

integral operator

Let R~(L2[0,lJ, L2[0,lJ) denote the corresponding

(3.1) (Rh)(u) = f~r(u,V)h(V)dv

with null space ~(R) = {o}

;w,.. PE;l(Z,Z) is suah that the quadPatic form h .1-+ <h,Ph>Z is

positive semidefinite and satisfies

dim ~(P) = m<co

and for aU n sufficiently large,

(3.2) ~(P) n ~(K ) = {o}
n

v. Suppose KE~(L2,L2) is the integral operator with kernel

k:[O,lJ x [O,lJ ~ lR satisfying

(i) ~(K) = {O} and R(K) is dense in L
2

(ii) sup f~lk(u,v)ldv<co
udO,lJ
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(iii) If KE~(Z,12(F») aeno~es the restriction of K to Z , then

(p+R*R)-l E;l(Z,Z)

Before stating the next assumption, note that R is a compact

operator by Mercer's theorem, so

(3.3)

is also compact, and hence has a spectral decomposition with

eigenvalues

0.4) > 0

where ~.~O as j~. Positivity of the eigenvalues follows as
J

<h,Qh>
1 2

* *«K h),R(K h»1 > 0
2

, by III and V.

~. The eigenvalues (3.4) of Q satisfy

-q .-r
j ::: ~j ::: J

for some positive rSq .

,..X.U. There is a p~l and a constant M (O<~1<"") auah that for aU hEX ,
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In the following discussion, it is shown that I - VII imply A-D.

For A, it is necessary to show Kn as given in (1.5) is in ~(z,~)

for which is suffices to show that there exists ME(O,oo) such that for

hEt' ,

I!k(u. ,v)h(v)dvl ::; MI!hl'')'
In h

Applying V(ii) gives

Ijk(u,v)h(v)dvl ::; [sup!lk(u,v)ldv][suplh(v)I]
u v

::; [sup!lk(u,v) Idv][sup/r(u,u)]llhllz
u u

where the last line follows from continuity of r in III and

Proposition 1, page 116, of Aubin (1979). The remaining part of A

is immediate from I. In view of IV, for B it is only necessary to

* -1establish that (P+K K) exists as a bounded linear operator on
n n

*R (Kn ) to Z which follows from (3.2) and the fact that

*dim R(K ) ::; n < 00 •

n

The Assumptions C and D are more involved. We first motivate

the choice of the correct operator U. Referring to D, we wish to

approximate ,(for h1 'h2 EX ) ,

e·

(3.5)
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where the kernel w is given by
n

If we replace w by its continuous analog
n

w(v,v') = !k(u,v')k(u,v')dF(u) ,

then the last expression in (3.5) becomes

where Kis given in V(iii). Hence,

(3.6)

is the correct choice.

-*-U = K K

We now check that C holds for this operator.

Clearly, UE£(Z,Z) , and C(i) holds by V(i). Condition VII says that K

is a bounded linear operator Z~ W~ , some p~l, and since the unit ball

of W~ is relatively compact in L2 (Remark 4.10.2.4, page 353 of

Triebel, 1978), it follows that K is a compact operator Z ~ L2 '

i.e., K is compact. Therefore, U is compact. Hence, if we show
1

C(iii) (so that a(h,h)~ is equivalent to 11'11 ), then C(ii) follows

as well (see page 53 of Weinberger, 1974), but C(iii) is immediate

from V(iii). The remaining assumptions from Section 2 [C(iv) and DJ

follow from the next two theorems in conjunction with VI and VII.

First, we need the following technical result, which should be well

known, although we cannot find it stated anywhere.
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1 e
Lemma 3.1. The operator R~ is a Hi Zbert space isomorphism L

2
+ Z •

f\I"""""""#tJ~

Proof. By III and Mercer's theorem (Riesz and Sz. Nagy 1955),
f'I,/'I#'IrV\l-Nnt#VV"o

there is an orthonormal bias {~j: j=I,2, ... } of L2 and a sequence of

corresponding eigenvalues {v.: j=I,2, •.• } with v >0 , V
J
. , such that

J j

(3.7) r(u,v) =
00

I: v.~.(U)I;.(V)
j=I J J J

where the convergence is uniform on [O,IJ x [O,IJ Now let

h(v) =
N
I: a.r(u. ,v)

i=I 1. 1.

be a finite linear combination of r(u
1
,o), .•• ,r(u

ri
,o) • Note that the

collection mof all such h's (obtained by letting Nand u1 , •.• ,u
N

vary)

is dense in Z (Proposition 1, page 116 of Aubin, 1979). Thus,

<h,h>~ = I: I: a.<r(u.,o),r(~ ,0» Z
.A. i k 1. 1. K ak

where the latter follows from the "reproducing" property of r .

Substituting (3.7) in this last expression gives

e·

which implies

<h,h>Z = I: v.(I: a.I;.(u.))2 < 00

j J i 1. J 1.

1

e = l. V~(I: a.1; .(u.))I;. EL2j J i 1. ] 1. J
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One checks that <8,8> = <h,h~ , and also
L2 A.

1

(3.8) R~8 I v.(l: a i 1';.(u.»)/;;.
j J i J 1 J

I a. E v.1;.(u.)1;.
i 1

j J J 1 J

= E a.r(u.,·) = h
i 1 1

We have shown that there is an operator To: ~ ~ L2 given by

To(I air(ui ,·») =
i

which satisfies <h,h>~ = <T h,T h>L ' for all hE~
...... 0 0 2

By the density

of 7?1 in Z To extends to TE~(Z,L2) , satisfying <h,h>Z = <Th,Th>L2

(see Theorem 3, page 14 of Aubin, 1979, for the existence of T, and

apply continuity to prove the relation). The calculation (3.8) shows

k
R2T is the identity on Z , so it only remains to show R(T) = L2 .

Suppose 8EL
2

is such that 8LP(T) , so that for all h = E a.r(u., )~
i 1 1

o = <8,Th>
L2

<8,I V.{E a.s.(u'»)/;;'>L
jJi1J1 J2

E a. E vj <8,1;j>L21';j(ui )
i 1 j

= L a. (Re) (u.)
i 1 1
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As the {a.} and {u.} are arbitrary, we must have R6 = 0 (note R6 is a
1 1

continuous function by continuity of r), which implies 6 = 0 as

~(R) = {OJ (see III).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.1. The eigenvaZues {~.} of Q and the eigenvaZues {a.}
N~~",NV'vt"trl'V"",,6trlNW'\N' J J

of e/a in (2.1) with U given in (3.6) satisfy

j -+ 00

Proof. ~e first show that it is possible to assume P is the
~

identity on Z and that F(x) = x on [O,lJ (i.e., the design points

{u. } are asymptotically uniform). Boundedness of F' away from 0 and
1n

00 by II, and continuity of P+U and (p+U)-l on Z by IV and V(iii) yields

the existence of constants c
1

,c2 E (0,00) such that for all hEX ,

where

e-
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and

It then follows that for hEX , hjO ,

and

S(h,h)

O(h,h)

2: rCi
) r5(h,h)~a(h h)

lC
2

la(h,h») ,

Now let {a.} denote the eigenvalues of B/a
J

By the last two

displayed inequalities and the Mapping Principle on page 57 of

Weinberger (1974),

'f
j

A similar argument shows

'if •
J

Hence, it suffices to show ~. ~ a. , i.e., we may assume P=I and
J J

F'=l , since the operators K and R (and hence Q) do not depend on

P and F.
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Within this context, the eigenvalues {Y.} and eigenfunctions
J

{~.} of (2.4) are defined by the relations
J

(3.9) <K4J. ,Kq,. >L
~ J 2

<5 ••
~J

Now let T=R-~denote the isomorphismZ + L
2

given in the previous

lemma, and put

-~W = y. T~.
j J J

'if.
J

-1 k
Noting that T = R2 as a point function, the relations (3.9) become

-1 -1
<KT W.,KT W'>L

~ J 2

-1
= y. <5 ••

~ ~J

1 -1
[Note that R~~(L2,L2) is self-adjoint], so we see that {Y

j
} and

{W.} are the usual eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operator
J

k * kQ = R2K KR 2

-1
Since Y

j
a

j
as j+oo , it suffices to show ~j , ';f. •

J
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!.: *Writing A=KR 2
, then Q = KRK *AA and Q *A A

*= AA AljJ. =
J

This shows that each n. is an eigenvector for Q and has eigenvalue
J

-1
Yj Further, as ~(A) = {OJ by III and V(i), the nj's corresponding

to the same eigenvalue are distinct, and hence the multiplicity of

-1
Yj as an eigenvalue of Q is at least equal to its multiplicity as

an eigenvalue of Q . *Further, by reversing the roles of A and A ,

and of nj and 1JJ j , one sees that the multiplicities are equal.

Note that ~(A*) = {OJ as ~(R~) = {OJ by III and ~(K*) = R(K)~ = {OJ

as R(K) is dense by V(i). As neither Q nor Qhas zero in its spectrum,

they have exactly the same spectrum, and hence {y~l} is the collection
J

of eigenvalues of Q, completing the proof the theorem.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2. II and VII impZy D , with the same vaZues of d
fIItNw'v~",~ n

and p •

The proof is given in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of Cox (1983),
..

so we only sketch it here. Firstly, for f1,f2EW~ , an integration by

parts followed by Cauchy-Schwarz shows
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So, if f. = Kh. for h.EZ , i=1,2, then by VII, f.EWP
2 ' p~l , which

~ ~ ~ ~

implies fiEW~ , and hence

=

To complete the proof, we show that

(3.10)

for some constant ME(O,~). The proof is standard interpolation

theory. One may regard KE~(Zl'W~) and KE~(ZO,L2(F») , and since

Zl/P and W~ are obtained by the same interpolation functor applied

to (ZO,Zl) and (L2(F),W~) , respectively (namely the K-method

interpolation functor (ZO,Zl)1/p,2) , then KE~(Zl/P'W~) , which

proves (3.10). The details are given in Lemma 4.2 of Cox (1983).

See also the introductions to interpolation theory in Triebel (1978),

pages 18-27, or Butzer and Behrens (1967).

Q.E.D.

One problem we have not dealt with so far in this section is

e·

the explicit determination of the spaces Zp , p~O • Only for p=l

and p=O is there an easily obtainable equivalent norm, namely
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0.11)

These equivalences follow from Lemma 2.1, the definition of U in (3.6),

and equivalence of L2 (F) and L2 norms (Assumption II). Furthermore,

as P and F are not involved in Ph!IX and IIKhIIL2' we have that

different choices of P and F [subject to II, IV, and V(iii)J, lead to

equivalent X norms for O~p~l. For p=O,l , this follows from the
p

above, while for O<p<l , this follows from the fact that X norm is
p

equivalent to the norm on CtO,X1)p,2 given by the K-method of

interpolation, which is invariant up to norm equivalence. See the

discussion after Lemma 2.3 of Cox (1983).
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4. Periodic Deconvolution.
tv#'lI~""#v,..~-.,..."",ev(\l't!V'W'il'V"l·~''''I'VYN~1J"'

In this section, we consider a

particularly simple example of the theory presented in Section 3.

Although periodic deconvolution is seldom used in practice, it is

easy to see the main features of the theory because of the common

Fourier basis:

~2j(U) = Z cos(Zrrju)

j=I,2, •.•

~2j+l(u) = Z sin (Zrrju)

As it is easier to work with complex exponentials, we use

e·
~.(u) = exp[Zrriju]

J

and require in all Fourier expansions

co

h = ~ <h'~.>L~'
j=_a> J Z J

that <h'Y.>L = <h ~ > , so that the functions are real valued.
J Z ' -j Lz

Suppose that the kernel of interest is

(4.1) k(u,v) = a>
~ w.1/!. (u-v) -

j =-00 J J
K(U-V)
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so the integral operator K corresponds to periodic convolution with

K. We assume that for some positive constants a, b, c
i

' c2 ' with

b>l

(4.2)

Now suppose we observe data as in (1.1) with the errors mean 0,

uncorrelated, and bounded variance uniformly in n Then I holds

with s = l/n. Assume for now that the set of design points
n

{ujn = l~j~n} is the regular grid

(4.3) u. = (j-l)/n
In

so that the asymptotic design distribution in II is uniform

F' - 1

and the convergence rate of F to F is
n

(4.4)

For q=0,1,2, ... , consider the periodic Sobolev spaces

O:5j<V}
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equipped with inner product

<h ,h >
1 2 tJlv

Equivalently,

= (!h
1

(u)du)<!h
2

(u)du) + <h(v) h(v»
1 ' 2 LZ

(4.5)

and these definitions extend to arbitrary real v~O. It is easy to

check that tJlv is an RKHS with kernel e·

r(u,v)
00

1 + E
j=-OO

j~O

(21l"j)-2V 1/J. (u-v)
J

which satisfies III provided v>~. Put

(4.6) Z = tJlv some integer v~l

For the operator P in the definition of the MOR estimator, we utilize

Ph h - J~h(u)dn
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which is the projection on the subspace complementary to the constants.

This gives

and so ~(P) is the constants, i.e., m=dim ~(P)=l. Since (4.2) implies

wo~O if h is constant and Knh = (woh, .•• ,woh)'=O , then h=O , and

thus IV holds. The assumed relation (4.2) also implies w.~O , V. , and
J J

hence that ~(K)=O . As ~.€R(K) , V. , assumption V(i) holds.
J J

Also,

as b in (4.2) is assumed> 1 , and thus V(ii) holds. For V(iii), note

that

Kh = Kh =

and hence

and hence

so that V(iii) holds.
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One can check that the operator Q of (3.3) is given by

so the eigenvalues of (3.4) are given by

Iw 12 if j=O
0

lJ j
=

Iw.1 2 (27Tj)-2V if j=lO
J

and by (4.2),

(4.7)

and so VI holds with

(4.8)

If

(4.9)

then for hE%'

r=2(v+b)

p v+b

q=2(v+a)
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where by (4.2)

and VII holds.

SUp(21Tj)f(P-V) Iw.12}
j;'O J

< 00

Before theorem 2.1 can be fruitfully applied to this problem, it

is necessary to investigate the Zp norms. The eigenvectors and

eigenvalues of (2.4) are

(2 0)2VI ,-21TJ jW.
J

and so

From (4.2) and (4.5), we see that

(4.10)

for some finite, positive constants c1 ,c2
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By (4.8), the bounds (2.9) are

(4.11)
\-(v+b)p/(v+a)-1/[2(v+a)]

< C(\,p) < \-p+l/[2(v+b)] as \+0

valid for p<2-l/[2(v+b)]

For this case, (2.11) gives

(4.12)

If we put

(4.13)

= 5 + (a-b) { l}
~(p) 4 (v+b) 2 (v+a) p + 2(v+b)

Sv+6a-b+2(a-b) (v+b)p= 4 (v+a) (v+b)

e·

then (2.16) holds.

We are now in a position to detail the conclusions of theorem 2.1

within the context of the foregoing discussion. For conclusions (a),

(b), and (c), fix u such that

0:5u<2(v+b)-3/2
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(a) If g is a constant, then

(4.14)

< EII~ _gil 2 < n-l{1+A-(2u-l)/[2(V+b)J~
! nA .I j

u

(b)

then

If gE.I for some w satisfying
w

(v+a') (v+a)
v+bJu < w .::. 2(v+a) + v+bJu

v+a + v+a
v+b .::. w .::. 2 (v+a) v+b

(4.15 ) E!I gnA-g1l3 5 mini 1,A[wI (v+a)-u/ (v+b) J} !Ig!t~
u w

Where both relations (4.14) and (4.15) hold uniformly in

AELA ,00J , and (4.15) holds uniformly in gE.I •
n w

(c) If we drop the assumption (4.3) on the evaluation points but

merely retain the general Assumption II and the condition d ~ lIn ,
n

then the above conclusions in (b) hold but under the additional

restrictions that u~(v+b)/(v+a) and w~(v+b)/(v+a) . This follows

from the concluding remark of Section 3.
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If gEJ and u~l , then
u

E jig -g 1[2 «Iin>.. .IIJ!.
w

where

w = (v+a)u/(v+b)

(e)

then

According to Corollary 2.4, if gE~ for some w satisfying
w

v+a < w _< 2v+b - ,

n
~ E r (!k(j-l)/n,u)[g A(u)-g(u)]du)2

j=l n

< min{I,>..w/(v+a)}I!g'11 2 + s [m+C(>",O)]
,IW n

e·

The expression on the left of this latter relation is appropriately

called predictive integrated mean squared error, as it measures how

well g , can predict the values !k(u .,u)g(u)du
n/\ nJ.
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5. Abel's Kernel. Theorem 1.1 is proved here by ver~fying
,.,1YV't,fVYt,-IV~""f'ItI"'~tv~

the conditions III - VII of Section 3 and then applying Theorem 2.1.

We also discuss the regularization of histograms to estimate

particle size distribution in stereology.

For some k~2 , put

k
Z = W2 BC,

with inner product

A reproducing kernel is

1 J1 k-1 k-l
r(u,v) = (k~)2 O(w-u)+ (v-w)+ dw

where (x)+ = [max{x,O}J Now r is continuous on [0,lJ2. It will

be shown Rh = 0 ~ h = 0 to show III holds. R is the Green's operator

for the operator n2k with domain {hEw~knZ: h (j) (0) = 0 , j=k,

k=1, ... ,2k-l}. As the only solution of n2k
h=O , satisfying the 2k

boundary conditions, is h~O , it follows from Theorem 2, page 31 of

Naimark (1967) that ~(R)=O .

We take P=I , the identity on Z , and Condition IV holds.

Turning to V, some integral calculus shows
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Also, one can derive the inversion formula

Kh=g ~ Kg absolutely continuous and 1
- - DKg

'IT
h a.e.

(see e.g., page 7 of Cochran, 1972). Thus,

Kh=O ~ h=O a.e. ~ ~(K) {a}

It also follows from the inversion formula that

h (v)
n

n
- v E.R(K) for n=1,2, .•. e·

The uniform closure of {h
1

,h
2

, •.• } is {hEC[O,lJ : h(O) = O} , which

is dense in L
2

, so V(i) holds. Also, V(ii) follows from a

straightforward calculation, and V(iii) is immediate from our choice

of P .
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Before proceeding further, it will be useful to cite the

relationship of K and R to fractional integration. For a>O , put

1 Ii a-l
rea) u(v-u) h(v)dv

I extends
a

a-ti~es iterated integration to fractional orders (Ross, 1974).

Further, one can show

(5.1)

and hence

a,S>O

(5.2) Q *KRK

This latter formula is now used to estimate the eigenvalues of Q .

Lemma 5.1.
f\Iv"vIItIY'..r~'t'V#t/'I'·-rv,.

.-2(k+l) -2k
J < llj ~ j

and hence VI hoZds with q=2(k+1) and r=2k .

Proof. Putting M !i I;)!~(L L) and using (5.1), one can show
2 ot.. 2' 2

(5.3)
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Let {v~i)} denote the eigenvalues of I.I~ , then by the Mapping
J 1 1

Principle (Theorem 3.6.1 of Weinberger, 1974), and the above

inequalities,

M
-2 (k+1)

J: v.
J

*Now as already argued, Iili is the Green's operator for the

2idifferential operator D with boundary conditions f

and

f(i-1)(1) o

f(i)(O) = f (2i-1) (0) = 0 e.

The standard theory for the asymptotics of the eigenvalues of such

operators (e.g., Section 4 of Naimark, 1967, or page 392 of Triebel,

1978) yields

(i) -2i
v. ::: j

J

The lemma is now evident.

Q.E.D.
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Finally, we show VII holds with p=k. A k-fold integration by

parts shows that for h~ ,

and hence,

(5.4)

Before applying Theorem 2.1 in order to prove Theorem 1.1, it is

necessary to work out relations between the Z norms and more readily
P

computable norms. Thinking of K as a point map, we have the following

picture:

K k
~w

2

where the top line follows from (5.4), and the bottom line is

automatic, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Applying the K-method of

interpolation, we obtain for pECO,l]

Z ~Wkp
p 2
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where w~p is a Besov space if kp is not an integer. Consult

Section 4.3 of Triebel (1978) for definitions and the relevant

interpolation theorems. One may restrict attention to p=i/k for

i=O,l, .•. ,k for simplicity. Hence, we have the bounds

(5.5)

if O:S:p:S:l •

IIKhl 1 .pk <, 'W 2

let Jh=h , then

where the top line is immediate and the bottom line follows from the

facts that K : Zo -+ 1
2

is an isomorphism and that K : 1
2

-+ 1
2

' so

that

e·

Hence, an application of the K-method of interpolation gives

The fact that the K-method applied to the couple (W~ BC 12) gives, ,
W

kp
is given in Section 4.3.3 of Triebel (1978). From this we have2,BC
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(5.6)

provided O:>:p:>:l

Now we can apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain an extended version of

Theorem 1.1. Firstly,

~ (p)
1

= 2(k+1) (p+S/2+3/k)

which gives (p+4)/6 when k=2. Also, m=O , and Lemma 2.2 yields

C(A,p) < X-(p+l/2k)

for pECO,l] , uniformly in AECO,OO]. Assuming

(5.7) A -+ 0
n

d A -(p+5/2+3/k)/2(k+l) -+ 0
n n

we have by Theorem 2.l(b), (5.5), and (5.6) that if O:>:p:>:l and

l/k:>:t:>:l , then

(5.8)
2

E!IK(g -g) !LTok, nA "wz

::; min{l,A (t-p)}!jg'ri + SnC(A,P)
t

:5 min{l,A (t-p) }qgiL~tk + s A-(p+l/2k)
,wz n

tk
uniformly in gEW 2 ,BC and AECAn,oo]. Specializing to k=2 gives

Theorem 1.1.
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Theorem 2.1 also gives the following results. If g=O , then

by part (a) of the theorem,

~ s A-(p+l/2k)
n

and

where the latter relation follows from Lemma 2.2 and (5.6), and both

of the above are uniform in AE[A ,00J. Part (c) of the theorem allows
n

the following sharper conclusion when p=t in (5.8):

< min{l,o(l)} + s A-(p+l/2k)
n e.

Finally, the lower bound in part (d) requires

A -+ 0
n

d A -(1+5/4k) -+ 0
n n

which is always stronger than (5.7), and we obtain

". _ 1
12

Eg 1 glWPk >; n/\ . 2

uniformly in AdAn,OOJ and g such that KgEW~kBC
•

( tk-1)
e . g., gEW 2 BC,
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We now describe our proposed estimator for the stereology

problem and give upper bounds on its convergence rate. We suppose

that the centers of the spheres are given by a three-dimensional

Poisson process of rate A
3

per unit volume, and that the radius R

of a sphere is a random variable independent of the centers of the

spheres and the radii of the other spheres. Letting A
3

= rrR2 denote

the equatorial area, we assume A
3

has Lebesque density f
3

(a), O<a<l

(any other upper bound can be accommodated by rescaling). Let

Note that the number of spheres with equitorial area between

ao and a1 (O~aO<a1~l) centered in a unit volume is a Poisson random

variable with mean

Now suppose a random planar region of unit area is selected

independently of the sphere process. Then the number of circular

cross sections of spheres with area between a
O

and a
1

(O~aO<al~l)

is a Poisson random variable with mean
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K being Abel's kernel operator in (1.3). This latter equation follows

from a little variable changing in equation (5) of Watson (1971). Now

put

Suppose that a cross sectional planar slice of area b is taken and

we observe spherical cross sections of areas A1.A2 •••.•~. Let

o = Uo < u1 < ••• < u = 1 be a partition of [O,lJ and putn n nn

'i- -1 N
= [b(u . ...,.u. )] I: I[ (A.)

. _ ~n ~-1,n j=l (ui-i.n.uin) J

for l~i~n . By the mean value theorem for integrals,

Ey.
~n

u.
-1 f ~n= (u. -u. 1 )

~n ~-,n u
i-l,n

h2 (a) da

*(Kg) (u. )
~n
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where

*ui - 1 ,n ~ uin ~ uin

*These latter inequalities guarantee that if F and F are the empirical
n n

c.d.L's of {u.1.n

sup!F -F*l < n-1 , so if F ~F where F is absolutely continuous, then
n n - n

* * *F ~F and d = suplF -Fl ~ d since d ~ lin always. If we assume that
n n n n n

*F satisfies the requirements of II, then so also will F (with the
n n

same d ) • Now let E. = y. - Ey. , and thenn 1.n 1.n 1.n

= ~ L n~ Var(y. )
n L

• 1 J 1.nJ=

n
...1. l: 2 [ ( )1-2

2 n. b u i -u. 1n . 1 J n 1.-,n..l.
J=

u .
bJ 1.,n h ( )d2 a a
u. 11.- ,n

-1 1 n
~ rnb min (u. -u. 1)1 sup I (Kg)(u) 1(- l: n~)

L l~i~n 1.n 1.-,n J O~u~l n j=1 J

As already noted above, KgEW; if gEW; Be ' and hence sup I (Kg) I < 00,
in this case. Thus,

(5.9)
1 n

~ s (- l: n~)
n n . 1 JJ=
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where

(5.10) s = rnb min (u, -u
i

_
1

))-1
n L l~i~n ~n ,n

We have then that I and II hold, except that we do not obtain a

lower bound on variance in I. This is only needed to get the lower

bounds on E,!g ,_gI'2 in Theorem 2.1, parts (a) and (d). In particular,
n/\ p

the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 hold. If

then

max (u, -u. 1 ) ~
l~i~n ~,n ~- ,n

min (u. -u )
1<'< ~,n i-1,n
_~_n

n~

dn
~ -1
'" n sn

and so if gEW~,BC then

s ;\(t-p) + b-1A-(p+1/2k)
n

as n~ b ~ d ' a id d h -1,-(p+S/2+3/k)/2(k+1) a
~, n~ ,an /\-+ ,prov e t at n /\ -+

Typically, one is interested in the density f~ of spherical radii •
.:l

If g is normalized to integrate to 1 , then an estimate of f
3

can be

obtained from a simple change of variables.
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